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Welcome with Dr. Amy Canfield & Katelynn Young................. 8:30-8:40
Opening Plenary: “Take Up Space, Take Your Place:
Student Voice and Choice Within Their School Culture”

Keynote Address: “Are We There Yet? Ushering 50 Years of Title IX”
Presented by Erin Agidius ............................................................. 10:45-11:30

Presented by Dr. D'Lisa Penney ............................................. 8:40-9:10

Presentation of Women’s Leadership Awards............................ 11:30-11:45
(Community and Campus)

Break................................................................................................. 9:10-9:15

Break................................................................................................. 11:45-11:50

Session1............................................................................................ 9:15-9:50

Session 3........................................................................................... 11:50-12:25

Breakout 1 (Workshop): "Laughter Yoga"

Breakout 1 (Panel): "In Her Shoes: Perspectives from Directors of

Breakout 2 (Workshop): "Intentional Leadership in our Natural

Athletics"

Ecosystem"

Breakout 2 (Talk): "Title IX and Sexual Harassment: School Compliance

Breakout 3 (Talk): "Could You be Meant for More? Perform at Your Full

and Challenge"

Potential and Feed Your Soul"

Breakout 3 (Talk): "100+ Women Who Care at the Confluence"

Break................................................................................................. 9:50-10:00
Session 2........................................................................................... 10-10:35
Breakout 1 (Panel): "Expanding Opportunities for Women and Girls in
Russia, Pakistan, and Tunisia"
Breakout 2 (Workshop): "Self-Care and Mindful Self-Compassion"
Breakout 3 (Discussion): "13 Things Mentally Strong Women Don't Do: 		
Own Your Power, Channel Your Confidence, and Find Your Authentic
Voice for a Life of Meaning and Joy, by Amy Morin"
Break................................................................................................. 10:35-10:45
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Break................................................................................................. 12:25-12:30
Closing Plenary: "Women’s Rights in Iran: An Overview"
Presented by Dr. Aida Rezaei ................................................. 12:30-1:00

This year, we are celebrating fifty years of Title IX. Passed in 1972, Title IX is legislation designed to protect
people from discrimination based on sex in education programs or activities. In recognition of this milestone,
Lewis-Clark State College’s 5th Annual Women’s Leadership Conference, “Celebrating 50 Years of Title IX: Where
We’ve Been and Where We’re Going,” is centered on how changes in society and law have provided women new
opportunities in leadership, in careers, and in their lives in general.
While there remain obstacles to equity in leadership, we hope today’s conference helps you consider how
women have responded to increased leadership responsibilities and how changes in education have shifted
expectations and removed some barriers, and how we can become leaders in our own ways. Thank you for joining
us, sharing with us, learning with us, and celebrating with us.
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Opening Plenary: “Take Up Space, Take Your Place:
Student Voice and Choice Within Their School Culture”
Dr. D’Lisa Penney
Dr. D’Lisa Penney is the principal at Lapwai Middle-High School 6th-12th grade, and a Nez Perce tribal
member. She received her doctorate in education from the University of Idaho in Curriculum and
Instruction with an emphasis on Indigenous Learning Pedagogy. She is currently leading her staff and
students through an unprecedented time in history as we support social emotional learning needs with
academics, and help students to use their voice and choice to situate their learning with cultural relevance.
Recommended Reading: Any banned book will do. My favorite is To Kill a Mockingbird. I’m currently
reading Maus.
Wisdom: “We must reject not only the stereotypes that others hold of us, but also the stereotypes that we
hold of ourselves.” – Shirley Chisholm.

Closing Plenary: “Women’s Rights in Iran: An Overview"
Dr. Aida Rezaei
Women around the world have shown once they are determined and united around their common interests, they
could play an important role in changing their circumstances. Iranian women have challenged existing laws for
changes. They are among the Middle East’s most educated but continue to face severe rights violations and
discrimination in both law and practice. The result is the country has one of the most dynamic women’s
movements in the area. This presentation will first review women’s rights status and the associated activities
in Iran since 1905, it then describes how women fight to gain their freedom despite many setbacks in some
aspects of their lives including education, employment, and sport perform..
Aida Rezaei is from Tehran, Iran, and her talk will end the day by taking the lessons our attendees have
learned and placing them into a global perspective. She will be talking about her experiences in Iran and
earning her doctorate in Mechanical Engineering without a law like Title IX to help with gender inequities
in education. Her goal in this talk is to understand how laws can propel rights movements forward, and
what women without access to those legal protections can do to implement changes themselves.
Recommended Reading: Factfullness, by Hans Rosling and Tribes, by Seth Godin
Wisdom: "There is always light, if only we're brave enough to see it. If only we're brave enough to be it."
– Amanda Gorman
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Keynote Address:
"Are We There Yet? Ushering 50 Years
of Title IX”
Erin Agidius
Erin Agidius is one of the many who found herself carried into the vortex
that is the Palouse. She’s made her home in Moscow and is the Director
of the Office of Civil Rights and Investigations at the University of Idaho,
the land-grant institution for the state of Idaho, located on the homelands of
the Nimiipuu (Nez Perce). As Director, she manages university-wide training,
education, and investigation of complaints, including oversight of a highly skilled
team who carry out necessary investigations related to civil rights matters of
discrimination, harassment, and retaliation involving students and employees across the
state of Idaho.
Her experience includes a brief stint in Asotin County as an intern conducting misdemeanor
criminal prosecutions before transitioning to higher education as a student conduct judicial officer, where
she was first introduced to the “new era” of Title IX in higher education following the 2011 Dear Colleague Letter. She has experience serving
as the Affirmative Action/Equal Employment Opportunity Officer for the university and currently serves as the Title VI, Title VII, Title IX, and
ADA Coordinator. She co-chairs the Vandal Climate Education and Support Team in reviewing and responding to incidents of bias and is an
active member of the Threat Assessment and Management Team. Within the community, Erin is a member of the Moscow Human Rights
Commission and Latah County Domestic Violence Task Force.
Erin earned her B.A. in Criminal Justice from University of Idaho in 2009 where she developed an unhealthy habit for ice cream and chocolate
and had various leadership opportunities as a member of the Greek community. She then graduated from the University of Idaho College of
Law In 2011. While she does not currently practice law, she is actively licensed in the state of Idaho. She loves a pickup game of volleyball and
her four furry four-legged children.You can find her at trivia night once a week with her multi-generational team of motley misfits.
Recommended Reading: The Gift of Fear, by Gavin de Becker
Wisdom: “The answer is always no unless you ask.” – Credited to a variety of different individuals and authors, but I gleaned this gem from my
wise grandmother.
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"Laughter Yoga"
Lisa Sanphillippo, Certified Laughter Yoga Leader
Laughter Yoga is a dynamic and extraordinary way to bring some joy and lightness to your life. Science shows that
laughing can increase blood circulation, boost the immune system, lower blood pressure, reduce pain, and increase feel
good hormones serotonin and endorphins. This session will include a warm up, breathing exercises, body movement,
laughter exercises, and playful silliness. Laughter Yoga Leader, Lisa Sanphillippo, is a joyful, frolicsome person who
wishes to spread the cheer to all who will laugh with her.
Laughter Yoga Leader Lisa Sanphillippo, is a joyful, frolicsome person who wishes to spread the cheer to all who will
laugh with her.
Recommended Reading: Laughter Yoga Daily Practices for Health and Happiness, by Madan Kataria, M.D, and a
ny novel by Octavia Butler.
Wisdom: Tend to your own garden, let other people tend to theirs.

“Could You be Meant for More? Perform at Your Full Potential and Feed Your Soul”
Wendy Rimmelspacher
Whether or not we acknowledge this instinctual feeling alerting us we are meant for more, we have a voice in our head
suppressing this notion and convincing us to play it safe. What would happen if we listened to our instinct, leaned into our
potential, and changed the story the voice in our head is telling? You aren't alone if you feel you are not engaged at a high
level, are ready for more, and are at a loss of where to begin to make changes. In this session, I will share stories of how
I rewired and changed my mindset, striving towards my passion. In this session, you will learn to question your own
thoughts, change your mindset and build confidence so you can begin taking steps into your potential and feed your
soul.
Wendy Rimmelspacher is a professional motivational speaker who is passionate about encouraging women to move
beyond their fears and evolve into who they dream to become. Wendy is not new to setting big goals and powering
through the scary steps it takes to achieve them. She is a graduate from Oregon State University in Accounting and has
passed the CPA exam, and not on her first attempt. Wendy is an avid runner and also set a goal at her golf course and
now holds two Club Champion titles. Wendy has most recently launched her speaking business because she knows so many
women need help to move beyond their fears.
Recommended Reading: The Big Leap, by Gay Hendricks, Quiet, by Susan Cain, and Powerhouse Woman, by Lindsey Schwartz
Wisdom: "Tell everyone your dreams. The extra mile is never crowded. Turn the volume down when you are around negative people and keep smiling."
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"Intentional Leadership in our Natural Ecosystem "
Rachel Jameton, Jenni Light, LaChelle Rosenbaum, Jenny Scott
Over the last two years, the Lewis-Clark State College’s Faculty Leadership Institute (LC-FLI) has engaged in conversations with women about their leadership
practices and processes. Through this, we have found that leadership is still sometimes narrowly perceived and equated with the single masculine authority
figure making it difficult for women to identify their powerful influences. In this workshop, participants will identify and enhance leadership opportunities within
their networks of influence, and become empowered to talk about them and take pride in them. We will discuss ways of intentionally enhancing leadership
opportunities through best practices in mentoring and modeling. The take-away will be the ability to identify, and share their leadership in
and outside of their professional lives, and to foster its growth.
Dr. Rachel Jameton is a Professor of Chemistry. She enjoys the outdoors, reading, making little things, being in the garden, teaching
and mentoring, and spending time with family.You can find her miniatures on Instagram @mousebearminis.
Recommended Reading: Catalog of Unabashed Gratitude and The Book of Delights, by Ross Gay because they are joy, and so moving,
and include gardens
Wisdom: “Take things seriously, but not personally.”
Dr. Jenni Light joined LC State in 2006 teaching engineering, GIS, and physics in the Natural Sciences Division (now PLMSS).
Currently she teaches surveying, physics, GIS, and is developing a drone program in the Engineering Technology Program. When
she’s not teaching you can find her networking in the community developing short-term projects and service learning career
opportunities for students. A graduate of Montana Tech (BS-Engineering), Idaho State University (MS-Engineering), and Washington
State University (PhD-Interdisciplinary Engineering), she was never far from nature and her favorite activity – running whitewater.
Recommended Reading: Cadillac Desert, by Marc Reisner
Wisdom: “Be careful what you ask for, you just might get it.” – My grandma
Dr. LaChelle Rosenbaum is currently an Associate Professor and Social Work Program Director at Lewis-Clark State College. She
teaches social work practice and research courses. She enjoys mentoring students, playing the piano, reading, and spending time with
her spouse and two teenage daughters.
Recommended Reading: The Second Mountain: The Quest for a Moral Life, by David Brooks
Wisdom: "Never doubt in the dark what you knew in the light." – My dad
Jenny Scott joined LC State in 2009 and teaches management and leadership classes for the Business & Computer Science Division.
She currently serves as facilitator of the LC-Faculty Leadership Institute. She earned a Bachelor of Business Administration in 1996,
and a Master of Organizational Leadership in 2006, both from Gonzaga University. Jenny enjoys baking scones and biscotti, and
skiing, hiking, and golfing with her husband and son.
Recommended Reading: The Servant as Leader, by Robert Greenleaf
Wisdom: Work from your rest; not rest from your work.
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"Expanding Opportunities for Women and Girls in Russia, Pakistan, and Tunisia"
Panel discussion with LC State International students, facilitated by Rebecca Fromdahl Snodgrass,
Coordinator for LC State International Programs
Panelists: Mila (Russia), Dina (Russia), Arij (Tunisia), Ilef (Tunisia), and Maliha (Pakistan)
Some Western nations have policies similar to Title IX; however, in other countries, by law or
in practice, women lack the same opportunities and protections. These trailblazing exchange
students from Pakistan, Tunisia, and Russia will discuss the challenges for women and girls
in their countries, and how they hope to create change when they return. By sharing my
experience as a professional creative, I seek to inspire others to overcome obstacles in their
own lives.
These trailblazing university students from Russia, Pakistan, and Tunisia won coveted (and
competitive) full scholarships to study in the USA this year. They have fully immersed
themselves in academic and social life at LC State, shared their culture with students and
community members, and participated in conferences and workshops for their scholarship
programs. At the end of their exchanges, they will return to their countries to finish their degrees, hone
their leadership skills, and help women and girls in their home countries reach their full potential.
Recommended Reading: I Am Malala, by Malala Yousafzai, and The Unwomanly Face of War, by Svetlana Alexievich
Wisdom: “Put on your own oxygen mask before assisting others.”
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"Discussion of 13 Things Mentally Strong Women Don't
Do: Own Your Power, Channel Your Confidence, and
Find Your Authentic Voice for a Life of Meaning and
Joy by Amy Morin"
Facilitated by Jen Anderson
This breakout session will include a group discussion of the book 13 Things Mentally Strong
Women Don't Do: Own Your Power, Channel Your Confidence, and Find Your Authentic Voice for a Life
of Meaning and Joy by Amy Morin. Attendees of the conference who would like to participate
in this breakout session should plan to read the book before the event. However, those who
have not yet read the book are also welcome to join the session!
Jennifer Anderson is an assistant professor at LC State where she teaches creative nonfiction and
serves as the faculty advisor for the college’s student-run literary journal, Talking River Review. Her
creative nonfiction has appeared in the Colorado Review, the Cimarron Review, and Brevity, among other places. In
2019, she won The Missouri Review's Jeffrey E. Smith Editors' Prize for nonfiction. She also makes documentaries with her husband. Their most recent
project, #monalisa, is an eleven-hour contemplation of human behavior and a meditation on looking, shot entirely in slow-motion in the Louvre.
Recommended Reading: Rough House, by Tina Ontiveros, The Age of Phillis, by Honorée Fanonne Jeffers, and
The Copenhagen Trilogy: Childhood,Youth, Dependency, by Tove Ditlevsen
Wisdom: "Remember to take time to take care of yourself." – My mother
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"Self-Care and Mindful Self-Compassion"
Dr. Leanne Parker, Psychology Profesor
Mindful self-compassion is an emerging intervention, falling under the broader category of
mindfulness-based strategies. Research is clear that it is connected to better physical and
mental health outcomes, and improved quality of life. We'll explore the common components
of mindful self-compassion, why it's an important asset to our self-care strategies, and engage
in a short mindful self-compassion meditation.
Dr. Leanne Parker received her PhD in Clinical Psychology from the University of Montana in
1997. She is a long-time professor at Lewis-Clark State College, and is licensed in both Idaho
and Montana. Teaching interests include helping-related courses, such as abnormal psychology,
counseling theories, and ethical principles in counseling. Research interests include mindfulnessbased interventions for physical and psychological health, women's friendships and their impact on
health, and animal-assisted interventions. She recently completed training in animal chaplaincy, and maintains a
small private practice.

Recommended Reading: The Mindful Path to Self-Compassion, by Dr. Chris Germer
Wisdom: "People often spend their lives seeking the extraordinary, when in reality the magic is in ordinary days."
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“In Her Shoes: Perspectives From Directors of Athletics”
Panel Discussion with Terry Gawlik and Pauline Thiros
Facilitated by Brooke (Cushman) Henze
Athletic Directors sharing their collegiate sports journey, their inspirations, detours, and advice.
Brooke (Cushman) Henze has been the Director of Athletics at LC State since 2017. Graduate of LC State and former
women’s basketball player, 1997-2001. Graduate Degree from Gonzaga University. Mom to Parker Davis and Meatloaf
Henze (the cat) and Wife of Mike Henze.
Recommended Reading: The Gifts of Imperfection by Brene Brown, Extreme Ownership, by Jacko Willink, and currently
reading Grit, by Angela Duckworth
Wisdom: Don’t give directions that can be understood, give directions that can’t be misunderstood.
Terry Gawlik has been the University of Idaho's Director of Athletics since 2019. With that, she brought 25 years of leadership
experience in intercollegiate athletics, including 14 years as the designated senior woman administrator at the University of
Wisconsin, including the Athletic Department’s implementation and compliance with policies and procedures regarding Title
IX, gender equity, diversity and sexual assault and violence training. Prior to her roles in Wisconsin and Idaho, Athletics,
coached at three different colleges in her native Texas. She served as the head coach for basketball, volleyball, tennis and
track and field during her stops at Mary Hardin-Baylor, St. Mary's University and Austin College. Gawlik was a basketball
and volleyball student-athlete at Southwestern University, where she graduated with a degree in physical education and
English. She went on to earn her master's degree in physical education and educational administration from Texas State.
Terry and her husband Dan, a research scientist at the University of Wisconsin School of Medicine, have two children: a
son, Matt Fitzsimons who resides in Colorado; and a daughter, Katy, who resides in Michigan with her husband Kevin Mack.
Recommended Reading: The books I read are usually fiction murder mysteries. I am a big fan of Harlen Coben. He is a very
challenging read because you can never figure out “who did it.”
Wisdom: Best piece of advice was from my Dad “Be kind, appreciative, and respectful to everyone you work with, even the
janitor as everyone has a job to do to help you do your job.” I try and live by that every day.
Pauline Thiros is the Director of Athletics at Idaho State University, as well as the interim Associate Vice President
for Development. She has previously been the Director of Planned Giving, Director of Alumni Relations, and assistant
volleyball coach and recruiting coordinator. As an undergraduate athlete at Idaho State University, Thiros played volleyball
for the university and her teammates voted her captain all four years. She earned Big Sky all-academic honors in her
junior and senior seasons and was named the Big Sky Conference Scholar Athlete of the year in 1994. She was inducted
into the Idaho State University Sports Hall of Fame in 2006.
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“Title IX and Sexual Harassment: School Compliance and Challenges”
Annie Hightower
This presentation will highlight the application of Title IX to sexual harassment including gender-based violence. This
session will clarify when a school must respond to reports of sexual harassment under the 2020 guiding regulations,
touch on challenges the new regulatory scheme poses for schools and parties involved in complaints, and discuss the
possibility of regulatory fixes in the coming years
Annie Hightower is an independent consultant who seeks to improve system responses to reports of sexual
violence and supports schools in Title IX compliance. Annie has served as the Director of Law & Policy for the
Idaho Coalition Against Sexual & Domestic Violence and the Director of Title IX/ADA/504 Compliance at Boise
State University. Annie was a contributing editor for Title IX Today and served as an editorial board member for The
Journal of Campus Title IX Compliance and Best Practices. In 2017, she co-authored “Examining Bystander Intervention in
the Wake of #BlackLivesMatter and #TransLivesMatter,” a chapter in the book, Preventing Sexual Violence on Campus.
Recommended Reading: Finding the Mother Tree, by Suzanne Simard and the "Thursday Next" series by
Jasper Fforde
Wisdom: "If the opportunity for adventure presents itself, take it."

"100+ Women Who Care at the Confluence"
Courtney Kramer
Do you ever think, "Someone should do something about that. I am not a philanthropist, but someone should fix that"?
100+ Women Who Care at the Confluence is a giving circle aimed at doing something about it. Founded in 2019 by
six community-minded women, 100+ Women has leveraged the Power of 100 to raise over $100,000 in philanthropic
contributions to nonprofits and female entrepreneurs in the Lewis-Clark Valley through contributions of $100 per
quarter from its members.You do have the power to "do something," you ARE a philanthropist, and you can positively
impact our community in a tangible way!
Courtney's career centers around serving her community in public sector and public sector-adjacent roles, including
as the Director of Board Relations for Washington State University, as the former Executive Director of Beautiful
Downtown Lewiston and the Historic Preservation Officer for Bozeman, Montana (her party trick is to explain the
difference between a log cabin built by the British and a log cabin built by the French). She's currently putting her
community organizing chops to work as a consultant who specializes in bridging the communication gap between the
public and private sectors. Raised in eastern Washington and with deep family roots on the Palouse, Courtney lives in
Clarkston, WA, with her husband and two daughters. She strives to live up to the motto, "People first, then outcomes."
Recommended Reading: Start with Why, by Simon Sinek.
Wisdom: "At the end of the day, you are the only one responsible for your own happiness, through who you

choose to partner with, work for, and include in your life." – My mama
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Emcee
Katelynn Young
Katelynn Young is currently seeking her B.S. in Business Administration with a Marketing
minor from LC State. She started working in a professional business setting in high school.
Through her job experience she has found a love for operations and growing/promoting
business. Katelynn is currently employed at the LC State Center for Arts & History as
the Events Assistant. Katelynn has a passion for service. She has volunteered for many
organizations and is the current coordinator for the LC State Campus Tennis Team American
Red Cross Blood Drives. A born and raised Idahoan, Katelynn enjoys recreating in the Gem
State and spending time with family.
Recommended Reading: Start with Why: How Great Leaders Inspire Everyone to Take Action, by
Simon Sinek
Wisdom: My best advice was given to me by my dad he said “Whatever you do always give
100%, unless you are donating blood.”
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This conference is made possible in part by a grant from the
Idaho Humanities Council, the state-based affiliate of the
National Endowment for the Humanities. Any views, findings,
conclusions, or recommendations expressed in this event
do not necessarily represent those of the Idaho Humanities
Council or the National Endowment for the Humanities.
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Thank You!
Thank you to the conference planning committee, who gave of

In addition to the planning committee, thank you to the groups

their time and talents to help make this conference a positive

and individuals in the community and on campus for your

and meaningful day, bridging campus and community. Thank

generous support in helping achieve today’s conference:

you for all of your work and your reflections on where we have
all been and where we can all be going by working together.
Dr. Amy Canfield
Sam Coulter
Tirazheh Eslami
Dr. Sarah Graham
Brooke Henze
Emily Johnsen
Laurie Lewis
Julie Lorentz
Cindy Patterson
Dr. Lori Stinson
Mary Stone

Amy Bond
Center for Arts & History
Inland 360
LC State Academic Affairs
LC State Information Technology
LC State Division of Social Sciences
LC State School of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Lewiston Tribune
Brenda McKinley
Northwest Engraving
Chris Riggs
Courtney Toth

